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Introduction
The purpose of the “A Guide to the Student Assignment” book is to offer guidance to both
teachers and students on possible approaches to successfully completing the Design and
Communication Graphics (DCG) Student Assignment. Design and Communication Graphics
affords the student the opportunity to develop skills in graphical communication, creative
problem solving, spatial visualisation, design capabilities, computer graphics and CAD modelling.

The Student Assignment provides the medium through which some or all of these skills may be
expressed and assessed. Skills such as freehand sketching to communicate ideas, appreciation of
aesthetics and good design, ability to conduct effective research, constructive reflection,
presentation skills and competence in the use of CAD as a design tool are seen as essential for
the successful completion of the student assignment.
The development and application of these skills emphasises further the importance of an
integrated approach to the teaching, learning and assessment in the Design and Communication
Graphics curriculum. CAD should be seen not just as a means of accurately modelling designs but
also a medium through which students can visualise and comprehend concepts in a manner
previously inaccessible. In the same way, freehand sketching skills may be acquired and
developed through the exploration of 3-dimensional problems and the application of geometric
principles in their solution.

The ability on the part of the student to communicate the thought process throughout the
production of the assignment is of utmost importance. It is essential this thought process is
evident to any person that reads, or indeed assesses the assignment. Annotations, sketches,
questions and conclusions on each section of the assignment will allow the student to
communicate their thoughts distinctly to the reader. Therefore, it is critical that the process of
reflection becomes an everyday activity in the Design and Communication Graphics class.
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Instructions
Syllabus
The syllabus outlines the rationale and purpose of the Student Assignment in the Design &
Communication Graphics curriculum. It is intended to engage students in the creative activity
associated with design and the elements
“The purpose of the assignment is to assess

involved in communication of design. The

those elements of the course that cannot be

assignment examines elements such as

readily

research, exploration, comparison and

assessed

through

the

terminal

examination”

applying CAD modelling skills which cannot

DCG Syllabus

be easily assessed in an examination.

The learning outcomes related to the Student Assignment in the syllabus will result in students
being able to:
● represent design and communication information through sketches, drawings,
CAD and other ICT applications
● use appropriate presentation techniques, including colour, rendering and
sketching, to represent an artefact and/or design
● produce appropriately dimensioned 2D and 3D drawings and models using CAD
● appreciate, analyse, evaluate and modify artefacts from a design perspective
● demonstrate design and visualisation skills and techniques.

These learning outcomes will be achieved through the preparation and completion of the
Outputs of the assignment. From engagement with the Student Assignment, the aim is for
students to become problem solvers, critical thinkers and develop their creative thinking and
presentation skills. Due to the graphic nature of the subject, presentation of course material is a
key component in the teaching of the subject.
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The Design & Communication Graphics examination is offered at two levels – Ordinary and
Higher. At each level there are two examination components with a total of 400 marks:
1. Course Assignment

- 160 marks (40%)

2. Final examination

- 240 marks (60%)

Design & Communication Graphics
Overview
Course
Assignment
40%

Final Examination
60%

Design & Communication
Graphics
2017 Student Numbers

On commencing the Student Assignment, a
decision on the subject level must be examined
and decided on by students. In 2017, 20% of
students who completed the DCG examination
did so at Ordinary level. The Ordinary and
Higher Level assignments will be differentiated
by depth of treatment and the level of design
and creativity presented.
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4445

1130
Ordinary Level
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Student Assignment Brief
Candidates at both levels are required to submit a Course Assignment in response to a brief
issued by the State Examinations Commission. The brief issues in September and is submitted for
assessment at a specified date in early to mid-January. The Course Assignment assesses areas of
the syllabus which are not readily assessable by means of the final examination. These areas
include freehand sketching, Computer Aided Design (CAD), creativity and decision-making
capabilities, design capabilities and communication of design.

The DCG Assignment briefs (Appendix 1) are issued by the State Examinations Commission (SEC)
each year in early to mid-September. The DCG Assignment brief can be found at
www.examinations.ie under the menu Project and Practical Coursework. The Student
Assignment document includes the following:

1. Instructions to candidates
Outlines the instructions which all candidates’
must following in the submission of their
assignment. These instructions can change each
year, therefore carefully read these.
2. Ordinary Level Student Assignment
Ordinary

level

briefing

statement

with

suggested output requirements and marks
associated
3. Higher Level Student Assignment
Higher level briefing statement with suggested

DCG Assignment Brief

output requirements and marks associated

The assignment instructions will identify a specific date in mid-January for the submission of
Student Assignment to the State Examinations Commission.
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Submission Documentation
On completion of the Student Assignment on the specific date (as identified in the Instructions)
the following are required to be submitted to the State Examinations Commission:

1. All A3 Student Assignment sheets printed:
a. Max. 8 A3 sheets at Ordinary Level
or
b. Max. 10 A3 sheets at Higher Level
2. Student Assignment Portfolio sheets are bound.
3. Electronic files are presented using the correct folder structure.
4. All electronic files are copied onto the CD or USB.
5. The CD/USB is checked that all files are correctly written.
6. CD/USB is placed inside the front cover of the Portfolio.
7. Student Assignment portfolio and CD/USB is place into assignment envelope.
8. Each complete Student Assignment is copied onto a Class Master Copy CD / USB (separate
Master CD / USB for Ordinary Level and Higher Level)
9. The Master CD / USB is placed into the transmission envelope with the individual Student
Assignments (separate transmission envelopes for Ordinary and Higher Level).
10. All students sign the P1 Form to confirm the submission of their Student Assignment.
11. The Transmission Envelopes and P1 Forms are forwarded to the State Examinations
Commission for assessment.
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Where do we start?
Where do I start?
Simply start with Output 1 and progress to Output 7 in chronological order. However, it is
important to note that the process of design is cyclical by nature and further research may
uncover areas which were not previously considered. This in turn may warrant a revision of any
of the previous Outputs.
Output 1

Output 2

Output 3

Output 4

Output 5

Output 6

Output 7

Part B

Part A

The assignment Outputs have been structured to develop an understanding of the artefact being
investigated before progressing to the next Output. It is not a requirement to work through each
in chronological order but it would be recommended to do so. The assignment Outputs are
structured to build on the geometric understanding and reflective learning as they are
interrogated through the assignment.

Example of Student Assignment Briefs
Each year an Ordinary and Higher Level brief are presented in the Student Assignment document.
Students’ must choose the level they wish to study at this stage. It would be recommended that
guidance and discussion with the class teacher might inform those who may not be confident
choosing which level to attempt.

Each assignment brief is currently presented in three parts:
1. A design statement describing the artefact to be studied and highlighting some of its
possible features.
2. Part A: Describes what is required to complete part A of the Assignment.
3. Part B: Describes what is required to complete part B of the Assignment.
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Below are the Student Assignment briefs for 2021 at Ordinary and Higher Level.
At Ordinary Level students’ were required to investigate “Power banks”.
Ordinary Level Student Assignment - Leaving Certificate 2021

Describing
statement

Part A

Part B

At Higher Level students were required to investigate a “Dash -Cam”.
Higher Level Student Assignment - Leaving Certificate 2021
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Planning and Preparation
The purpose of the DCG Student Assignment is to examine aspects of the DCG syllabus that
cannot be assessed in the Final Examination. Preparation for the DCG Student Assignment should
begin in Year 1 of the DCG course. This will ensure that the student is familiar with the skills and
learning required in order to successfully approach the assignment in year 2 of the course.
The essential learning outcomes that should be explored in year 1 are:
● Use of research skills to investigate the assignment
● Appreciation, analysis and evaluation of everyday artefacts
● Use ICT appropriately in the presentation of the assignment
● Presentation of design sketches / ideas using appropriate
presentation techniques such as colour, render and choice of
media
● Produce 2D and 3D CAD models (SolidWorks) of artefacts
● Use appropriate communication of design skills
● Take a reflective approach to their design proposals and solutions

Exploded View

This list is not exhaustive, but it gives an indication of the skills that will be evident in a well
prepared and executed DCG Student Assignment. The DCG teacher guidelines highlights that “the
development of the capacity for design and sketching must be considered at the beginning of the
course and progressed over the duration of the course”. Therefore when developing or reviewing
a DCG subject plan, this should be considered.

Investigation presentation

Presentation of geometry
Section View
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Folder Structure
The DCG Student Assignment is submitted to the State Examinations Commission each year in
two components:
1. A bound A3 design portfolio
2. An individual CD or USB flash drive containing all electronic files

It is the responsibility of students presenting the assignment to present the electronic files using
the correct folder structure as set out in the “Instructions to Candidates” each year. The folder
structure on each CD/USB should look like this:

Note: Marks will be awarded for
conforming to the filing structure set out
in the “Instructions to Candidates”.
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File management is an essential aspect of the assignment process and the submission of the
electronics files correctly in their folders is vital. The creation of this folder structure at the
commencement of the assignment would be best practice to ensure this. The folders must
contain the following files:

The “Portfolio in Electronic format” folder will contain all the assignment pages in PDF format

Max. 8 sheets at Ordinary Level
Max. 10 sheets at Higher Level

The SolidWorks folders “Part A” and “Part B” will contain all the SolidWorks; Parts, Assemblies,
Drawings, eDrawings (Assemblies/Part) and associated files.

Note: No other files or folders should be
included on the CD/USB when submitting
the assignment
During the research and investigative process useful images, documents, websites, pictures and
files will be assembled in the development of the assignment. It would
be recommended that these files could be saved in a “Work in Progress”
folder on the school network to ensure no loss of work during the
assignment.
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Folder and File Structure overview:

OR

Note: Part B SolidWorks
could be presented as a
single Part.
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Time Management
Time management is a crucial aspect for students and teachers to consider when commencing
each year. Each teacher may decide to allow different time constraints for each individual
assignment Output. However it is essential that a timetable be agreed for the submission of
Outputs. If so, a spreadsheet depicting the dates and projected outcomes could be clearly
displayed in the classroom. The example shown below is one that could serve as a guide, open to
interpretation by teachers or students. Appendix 2 shows a Student record book that could also
be utilised in class to manage the assignment.

Classroom Planning Template for DCG Assignment
Month
September

October

November

December

January

www.pdst.ie
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Referencing in the DCG assignment
The Instruction to Candidates highlights
that all sources of research must be

“When using research sources, including the
Internet, the sources must be acknowledged”

acknowledged in the presentation of the

Student Assignment Instruction 2018

assignment. The presentation of these
acknowledgements should be planned for when commencing the assignment. For example:
when carrying out secondary research on the Internet, images and pictures could be saved or
presented in the outputs. The associated URL of these images should be saved for reference and
presentation.

The methods of acknowledging the sources is wide and varied but the overall presentation by
students’ must be considered. The two examples below show:
1. Reference sheet that is placed at the end of the assignment
2. URL added as a caption to the research picture

Reference Sheet

URL Caption

The Instructions (Appendix 1) also note that “Research material copied directly from the Internet
or from other sources and presented as your own work will not receive marks”. Consideration
must be given to the acknowledgement of sources throughout the assignment.
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Output 1
Design Research & Design Feature Comparison
Exploration of brief and presentation of existing artefacts in graphic format using
primary and secondary research. Select 2 images and illustrate/explain the main design
features. Insert the main dimensions. Compare and contrast the main design features of
both using suitable freehand sketches and other presentation techniques.

Output 1 Requirements:
⎕ Higher Level (2 - 3 A3 Sheets)
⎕ Ordinary Level (1 – 2 A3 Sheets)
⎕ Exploration of main design features
⎕ Primary Research
⎕ Secondary Research
⎕ Select two images from Design Research
⎕ Illustrate/explain the main design features
⎕ Comparison of main design features
⎕ Contrasting of main design features
⎕ Main dimensions inserted
⎕ Effective layout and presentation combining images, sketches and annotations
⎕ References

Research and Analysis Methods:
Upon receiving the DCG Student Assignment brief it is
important that the brief is read comprehensively to ensure a
full understanding of the requirements of each Output.
Following the comprehensive reading of the brief a journey of
discovery begins. The first step in this journey involves analysis
and research. Information on the brief is gathered using some
or all of the following methods:
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1. Analysis of the brief: Highlighting or underlining keywords and phrases in the brief
will help to ensure all elements of the brief are considered.
2. Brainstorming: Brainstorming is a very effective group or class exercise which allows
ideas to be generated freely from a number of people.
3. Guest speaker: Inviting a guest speaker, who is knowledgeable in the area under
investigation to speak to the group is a very effective exercise.
4. Primary research: This involves personally sourcing information on the brief.
5. Secondary research: Using information from research already done by others.

Primary Research
Primary research is research that is collected by the student themselves from observation of
objects locally or in their immediate environment. Examples include surveys, interviews and
observations of existing artefacts. These observations are recorded using a digital camera or
sketch pad. Primary research is of the utmost importance in the design brief as it allows visual
and tactile observations to be made.

This active engagement in research informs progress in the other Outputs in the assignment as
information such as dimensions, form, shape and size etc. are observed and recorded first hand.
Lack of primary research has been
observed as a common deficit in the
DCG Student Assignment as outlined in

“……, there was evidence of a lack of primary
research with an over reliance on the internet as
the only source for images and research material.”

the Chief Examiners Report in 2015.

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

A broad range of existing designs should be researched and
digitally recorded. Students are shown here photographing
and recording important details including dimensions of a
broad range of relevant designs. Where possible the
artefact can be disassembled and individual parts
investigated as shown below. This information will guide
later Outputs where the details of individual parts may be
needed.
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Primary Research: Investigating a disassembled object

In context Primary Research

Secondary Research
Secondary research involves the summary of research that has already been carried out by
others. Sources of secondary research may include:
1. Libraries:

Books, Magazines, catalogues etc.

2. Internet:

Search Engines, Websites etc.

3. Supply stores:

Product catalogues etc.

Primary Research

Source of Secondary Research

It is important that secondary research included in the Student Assignment is referenced to
acknowledge the research work done by others.

Libraries
Secondary research information found in books and catalogues in the library can be scanned,
photographed or noted.
Internet:
The vast amount of Information found on the internet can be very useful particularly where items
are not available for primary research. The main internet search engines such as the ones below
make finding relevant information easier.
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While the Internet is a very useful source of information it is important that it should not be
relied on as the only source. As mentioned by James Dyson in the following quote:
“I think we are sometimes too quick to go straight to the web for inspiration
or to look something up, so much so that we forget to take a look around
our environment and take inspiration from that.”

James Dyson 2008

Supply stores:
Product catalogues from shops and supply stores can provide lots of up to date data for research.

Presentation of Design Research
Having gained knowledge and gathered information on the brief it is now time to present the
research on A3 sheets using images, annotations and sketches. Careful consideration should be
given to the layout and presentation throughout Output 1.

Relevant research information from an extensive range of
criteria outlined in the brief must be presented. Some
examples of effective presentation techniques are shown:

Graphics & Annotations combined.

Primary research presentation
Use of background colour
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Effective presentation of the research
generated

from

the

brainstorming

sessions can be achieved by the use of
spider diagrams. Consideration must be
given to the layout and the flow of
information in the spider diagram.

Spider diagram using freehand graphics & annotations

Hand written presentation
Target Market of the Object

The combination of text, graphics
and annotated sketches is a very
effective presentation method.
The use of neat handwriting also
helps

to

personalize

the

presentation of the design story.

Combining Text and Graphics
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Reflection on Learning
Following the analysis and research carried out, a
reflection on the learning will allow informed choices to
be made which will guide the individual direction of the
Student Assignment.

Reflection on Learning

The purpose of comparing and contrasting:
● Compare and Contrast the main design features of the two chosen artefacts.
● Draw your attention to the main components and physical design features that make up
the artefacts you are analysing.
● Encourage awareness of aesthetics, durability, dimensions, materials and other relevant
characteristics of the artefact.

Presentation of the compare and contrast
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What does Compare and Contrast mean?
You are required to compare and contrast the features of the selected artefact. These
comparisons or contrasts must be explored using sketches, pictures, annotations and/or other
methods. What does it mean to compare or contrast the artefacts in this Output?

Compare

Contrast

To examine the similarities

To examine the differences

between the 2 selected

V’s

between the 2 selected

artefacts in Output 1.

When

planning

the

sheet

layout and presentation for
your compare and contrast,
considerations must be given

artefacts in Output 1.

“The Design Feature Comparison of two selected artefacts
should deal with comparing and contrasting the physical
design features of two artefacts directly related to the issued
brief. The artefacts chosen must have been included in Output

to the feature comparisons and

1, the exploration of brief and presentation of existing

contrasts. It is important to

artefacts”

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

note any unique keywords
from the brief and ensure
these are both compared
and contrasted in relation to
the chosen artefacts. The
Chief

Examiner

highlights

the

also

need

to

compare or contrast the
physical

design

features.
Use of Keyword
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What features should compare and contrast?
These may include features such as:

Any other key words
from the brief artefacts

Shape & Form

Physical Size
(ergonomics)

Materials (Durability)

Colour

Mechanisms

Manufacturer

Control Systems

Cost

Note: One of these chosen artefacts must be modelled using SolidWorks in Output 3. It is
important that the candidate has taken their SolidWorks modelling ability into
consideration when choosing which artefacts to compare and contrast.

Presentation of compare and contrast.
The communication of your ideas should be clear and easy to follow with ample information
demonstrating a good knowledge of the chosen artefacts. By examining the selected artefacts,
the features can be explored and investigated:

Physical Size
The main dimensions of the artefacts. The
examples

shown

both

present

past

assignments, represented by freehand
sketches and images which compare and
contrast their main dimensions.
Main Dimensions
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It is important that the model is broken down into
its component parts, thus creating an awareness
of how it goes together, thereby informing the
modelling of the artefact in SolidWorks.

2D sketches with Main Dimension

Use of Images to capture Main
Dimensions

Features:

When analysing the features of an
artefact, students’ must examine what
makes the design unique and different
from

other

products

similar

features

products.

refers

to

A
the

characteristics of the given artefact. It
is important to show how these unique

Comparing the Features

features affect the design of your
chosen artefact.

Shape & Form:
Shape refers to the external form, contours, or outline of an artefact and its parts. Reference
should be made to how the outline of such shapes can affect the design of the artefact. These
images show how geometric solids such as cones, cubes and cylinders were developed to
generate an aesthetically pleasing artefact.
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Text boxes added to discuss the
comparison

Images used to make the contrast

Materials:
The choice of material can affect the durability
and aesthetics of an artefact and it is important
that these are critically analysed.

Analysing

material comprises researching what materials
were used in the production of the artefact and
how it impacts its design. This can also include
texture which references the feel and appearance
of a surface.

Materials in a juicer
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Other Features

Compare/Contrast the parts of an Object
Use of the Object

Functionality of the Object

Notes (annotations)
Annotations should be inserted to show understanding of the artefacts. These annotations show
where the real ‘critical thinking’ takes
place. The importance of these

“The production of annotated sketches during outputs 1

annotations has been highlighted by

and 2, where they were required to research, compare

the Chief Examiner in the 2015 report.

and contrast artefacts, afforded them the opportunity to

Insert these throughout this Output as
much as possible. It demonstrates a

explore such techniques and most did so to very good
effect.”

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

good understanding for the design
features of the artefact and further prepares the student for deconstructing the item during the
modelling phase.

Annotations can be written or typed
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Completing the compare and contrast portion of Output 1
The first stage is to analyse both artefacts and compare and contrast their design features. The
examples shown thus far of past assignments, represented by images and freehand sketches
which outline the components of the artefacts along with annotations.

The second stage of the process is to
choose suitable presentation techniques
and media to present this information.
Decide how the information will be
presented

effectively

using

images,

sketches and annotations. If freehand
sketching techniques are used it is
important to practice them several times

Contrasting the flow control of a tap

before producing the final presentation
(see output 2 for information on sketching and rendering technique).

Examining the blades on a juicer

Target Market for Perfume Bottles
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Which of the 2 artefacts shall I select to develop further in Outputs 2 and 3?
Having examined the two artefacts in great detail
throughout Output 1, a lot of information has been
gathered to make a decision on which artefact to detail
in Output 2 and 3. An important consideration when
selecting the artefact to proceed with must be:
● At Higher Level the artefact selected should contain at least 5 components (parts) but no
more than 10.
● At Ordinary Level an artefact with at least 3 components (parts) but no more than 6 is
required.
Having chosen one of these artefacts from this Output that will meet the above criteria, a more
in-depth exploration of the artefact will be achieved in Output 2.

Reflection on learning
A reflection on all the knowledge gained throughout
comparing and contrasting will allow candidates to
make an informed decision when choosing which
artefact to model on SolidWorks.

The artefact selected should have the potential to
demonstrate the range of skills that the student has
acquired in SolidWorks over the course of the DCG
programme. Some artefacts may tend to be

Reflective Process built into each Output

minimalist in design and may not
provide enough of a challenge
during the modelling process. It is

Conclusions from research carried out

important to choose an artefact
that offers the potential of demonstrating a wide range of skills as the factor of difficulty is a
consideration.
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Output 2
Freehand Graphical Representation
Choose one of the artefacts and make a detailed graphical presentation of this artefact.
This should include a rendered freehand presentation quality drawing in 3D format.

Output 2 Requirements:
⎕ One A3 sheet submitted at Higher and Ordinary Level
⎕ Original Sketches must be submitted (scanned sketches will not meet the requirements
for this Output)
⎕ All sketches must be presented in a rendered freehand format
⎕ Graphical pictorial of the artefact and other views
⎕ Effective use of form and rendering techniques

What is required in Output 2
In Output 1 you have closely examined the composition of two separate artefacts. In Output 2,
you are required to choose one of the artefacts and make a detailed graphical presentation of
the artefact. This should include a rendered freehand presentation quality drawing in 3D format.
Some of the following views could also be used in the production of this Output: Elevations, Plan,
Sectional view, Exploded view, Detail view(s) or any other view which the person may deem
necessary. The use of colour, texture and annotations may also help to graphically convey
information about the artefact; the use of arrows in the example demonstrates the direction or
movement of the buttons.

Elevation

www.pdst.ie
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Having chosen one of the artefacts what is my next step?
From Output 1 a large amount of information has been acquired about the chosen artefact, which
should include its shape, form, size and how the parts go together. Now you need to decide on
what further information you are going to convey in this Output. You are trying to represent and
not reproduce the artefact using freehand sketches. It is important that the sketches drawn are
in proportion; this is as simple as making sure that the width and height in your drawing is
proportionally similar to the actual artefact.

If we look at the sketches shown above it is clear that the sketch on the left has clearly observed
and represented the proportions of the exterior light effectively, while the sketch on the right
has failed to do so. You don’t need to know the actual measurements of the artefact: instead
measure the relative sizes of the elements to achieve an accurate representation. This can be
done using various methods as shown.

Media Selection
The choice of media to be used in Output 2 must be considered and planned for, depending on
representation style being deployed. That decision must be made by the individual student in
consultation with their teacher. Working with a media that you are comfortable with or materials
that you have presented on previously is advantageous.
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Paper is available in a wide range of
weights, textures and colours. The

While most candidates relied on standard white
drawing paper as the primary communication

character of the paper can influence a

medium, many of the candidates who attained

drawing quite dramatically. A paper’s

higher grades used a wider variety of media and

grain or smoothness will determine how

techniques.

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

fine and clearly lines can be drawn, and
can affect the appearance of rendered sketches. The Chief Examiners Report 2015, highlights that
the use of a variety of media and techniques can be beneficial to students. An appropriate
rendering technique must be utilised depending on the presentation paper choice. Some of the
possible presentation media could be:
● Tracing paper
● Watercolour paper
● Colour paper
● Cartridge paper
● Glossy paper
There are a wide variety of presentation and rendering techniques that could be employed to
graphically represent an artefact for the assignment. The technique could be in pen, pencil,
markers, or a mixture of several to achieve a representation of the artefact. Some of the media
that could be used are:

● 2B and 3B graphite pencils
● Polychromos pencils
● Markers

Markers
ProPro
Markers

● Chalk pastels
● Felt tip pens
● Watercolours

Polychromous Pencils
Polychromous Pencils
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Number of sketches required
It is not a question of quantity, but rather quality. However, one of your drawings must include a
rendered freehand presentation quality drawing in 3D format. Sketching is about recording and
communicating your ideas on paper in a manner that allows others to clearly understand your
train of thought. If the chosen artefact is very complex in its shape, break it down into shapes
that you recognise and can draw. Remember that many complex artefacts are based on basic
geometric shapes.

Collection of Freehand sketches to
represent the geometric construction

A series of sketches dealing with the same artefact showing sketches of its individual parts and
their relationship with each other might better represent geometric construction of the artefact.
These sketches could be pictorial or 2-dimensional representation of the artefact or it individual
parts.
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Output 2 sheet layout
The composition and layout of your sketches on your sheet will depend on your individual graphic
style and the depth of information you want to communicate. All sketches presented in Output
2 must be created freehand and not with use

“The practice of producing ‘freehand’

of aids, as noted by the Chief Examiner in the

sketches with the use of instrument,

2015. Make sure that the rendered freehand

tracing or grid paper should be avoided.”

presentation quality drawing in 3D format

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

captures the viewer’s attention. To ensure that this occurs this sketch should be larger than any
other sketches. All other sketches, details and annotations should be placed carefully on the
sheet so that you are focussing the viewer’s attention towards the rendered freehand 3D.

Before commencing Output 2 of the assignment, the
planning of the sheet layout should be considered.
An outline sheet could be drafted examining the
possible sheet layout, sketched views of the artefact
and annotations that are being considered for the
Output presentation.

Sample layout

Drafting sheet to plan layout and scale of Juicer

This drafting sheet will allow the sizing of the sketched views to be established and examined for
the overall representation.
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Rendering the freehand presentation
To generate a good render, one must be familiar with the 3 H’s:

● How to draw?
● How to see?
● How to apply?

Here we need to concentrate on how to apply rendering to the artefact that you have already
sketched lightly. Rendering is based on a solid understanding of light and its characteristics,
including shade and shadow. Before rendering any artefact, the direction of the light should be
chosen wisely, as the shadows it produces can help describe the artefact form and/or create a
specific mood. In the following examples, the lighting has been chosen to make simple artefacts
appear clearly. The arrow next to the cube indicates a light source direction behind and above
the artefact. This light source makes the top surfaces the brightest, its right side the darkest and
the left side a shade in between.

The Chief Examiner 2015 emphasis that render techniques were applied significantly better at
Higher Level. Any media type can be used to render. Graphite pencils, felt tip pens and charcoals
can be used to give a black and white finish,

Many candidates, in their Course Assignment,

while polychromos pencils, markers and

used graphic techniques in representing form,

pastels are often used to create gradient or

light, shade, tone and texture to good effect and,

for covering large areas on an artefact. When

again, the performance was significantly better

applying a render we should also be aware of

at Higher level

the material the artefact is made from and
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also textures that may be on the artefact. Rendering can be improved by observing the way the
material and textures reflect light.

Using black paper with white
polychromes pencil

Texturing
technique
Texturing
technique
to
represent
knurling
to represent knurling

Rendering technique

Each media has its own benefits and challenges.
Make sure that you experiment on practice
sketches so that you are confident enough to
use them on the final sketch. Be sensible and do
not over render an artefact. Remember, we are
looking to bring the initial pencil sketch of the
artefact to life.

Pencil
Pencil Rendering
Rendering

Sectional View
Sectional View
ProMarker
Markerand
andFineliner
Finelinerpresentation
presentation
Pro
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Output 3
SolidWorks Parts, Assembly, Drawing and eDrawing files
Ordinary Level
Detailed computer model, comprising at least 3 parts but no more than 6 parts, an
Assembly, a Drawing and an eDrawing of the selected artefact. The required filing
structure will be considered in the marking process.
Higher Level
Generate a computer model, comprising at least 5 parts, but no more than 10 parts,
an Assembly, a Drawing and an eDrawing of the selected artefact. Economy of design,
design intent and the required filing structure will be considered in the marking
process.

Output 3 Requirements:
⎕ Adherence to required filing structure
⎕ SolidWorks Parts:
o Creation of a minimum of 3 and a maximum 6 Part files at Ordinary Level
o Creation of a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 10 Part files at Higher Level
⎕ Parts created using: economy of design, fully defined sketches, features renamed and
design intent.
⎕ SolidWorks Assembly
⎕ Assemblies accurately created, mated correctly and
appropriate appearances applied
⎕ eDrawing of SolidWorks Assembly
⎕ Factor of difficulty of modelling
the parts

Isometric View
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What must be submitted for this output?
The following CAD files must be submitted on the CD/USB in the required filing structure for
assessment:
● Required number of SolidWorks part files (at least
5 but no more than 10 parts at HL and at least 3
but no more than 6 parts at OL)
● Assembly file of the artefact chosen in Part (a)
● SolidWorks drawings (produced for Output 4)
● An eDrawing of the assembly

It is vital that all part files and assembly

Where the file management was poor, problems

files are saved in the same folder from

arose with locating the relevant files and opening

the outset to avoid issues, as identified

the SolidWorks assembly files.” (Chief Examiners

in the Chief Examiners report.

Report 2015)

In completing the submission of Output 3 consideration may be given to the following to
elements:
● Managing Parts
o Naming of parts
o Fully defining sketches
o Sketching
o Renaming Features
o Economy of design when creating sketches
● Assemblies
o Mated accurately
o All part files located in same folder
o Image quality of parts and assemblies
o Applying appropriate materials and appearance
● eDrawing of assembly.
● Master Modelling Technique in creating an assembly.
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Managing Parts
Naming Parts
On commencing a SolidWorks session, the first
part created will default to the part filename:
Part1.sldprt. The second created part in the same
session, defaults to the filename: Part2.sldprt. In
order to avoid confusion, and to help identify the
various parts, it is recommended that each part
should be saved on creation with an appropriate
filename that describes that part. For example, the
part over is named Screw Lid-1.

Steps in Creating a Part
Before setting out to model an artefact it is essential that it is thoroughly analysed.
● Where do you start?
● What is the best approach to modelling it?
● What geometry exists within the artefact?
● How do parts go together?
It may be advantageous to have the artefact but if that is not possible a similar artefact may aid
modelling.

Choosing the best plane and profile to create a sketch
If the best profile of a part is viewed in plan, the
best plane to create this profile of sketch is on
the Top Plane. Choose a plane which generates
the best profile of the artefact. When creating a
sketch profile ensure that it will generate more
of the model than other possible profiles.
Profile Sketches used to create the above handle
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Sketch Relations
The use of appropriate relations and geometry will reduce the amount of dimensions necessary
to fully define a sketch and will demonstrate good design intent. When creating a sketch, the
following sequence is considered good practice;

Add
Relations

Sketch

Fully
Defined
Sketch

Dimensions

Example 1

Sketch

Relations (Equal)

Dimension (Fully Defined)

Example 2

Mirror

No Relations
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Status of a Sketch
A sketch will be displayed with different line
colours

depending

on

relations

and

dimensions added. Although features may be

Initial sketch in SolidWorks

created in SolidWorks without dimensions,
dimensions provide location and size information. Models require dimensions for manufacturing.
By creating fully defined sketches, future rebuild problems are prevented and faster rebuild times
are obtained. All sketches must be fully defined when submitting the assignment.

Four states are used when describing the status of a sketch:
1.

Under Defined:
This sketch does not have sufficient dimensions, sketch relations
or its location in relation to the origin has not been defined. In
an under defined sketch the entities that require position,
dimensions or sketch relations are displayed in blue
Under defined sketch

2.

Fully Defined:
The sketch has sufficient dimensions and relations to
completely define its geometry. Its location in relation to the
origin is defined through dimensions or relations. In a fully
defined sketch, all entities are displayed in black. The sketch
can be extruded or revolved and the design intent is captured.

Fully Defined
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3.

Over Defined:
The sketch has too many relations or dimensions. The sketch

will

be displayed in red/yellow.

4.

Over Defined

Dangling:
Dimensions and relations are said to be dangling
when they reference something that has been
deleted or that is otherwise unresolved.

Note: It is imperative that all
sketches are fully defined when
completing parts.

Renaming Features
Renaming entries meaningfully in the FeatureManager is considered good practice. The diagram
below shows a model of a Drain Protector. It is created using a number of different features –
Revolve1, Cut Extrude1, Cut Extrude2, VarPattern and Fillets. The images of the FeatureManagers
show the default feature names and the renamed features listed in each. It is good practice to
rename features appropriately as it adds clarity to the model.

Drain Protector

Default Feature Names
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There are two options when renaming features in SolidWorks:

1. Naming Features on Creation
SolidWorks allows the user to name a feature on creation. Click on Tools, Options, System
Options, FeatureManager. Select Name
feature on creation and click OK.

With this option, the feature name in the
FeatureManager design tree is automatically
selected when a new feature is created and is
ready for an appropriate name to be entered.

2. Renaming Features following creation
Rename features by selecting on the text in the FeatureManager. A ‘Button’ part is shown below.
Boss Extrude 1 is the name of the Feature used to create the body of the button. The diagram
on the left shows the FeatureManager where the features have not been renamed. The one on
the right shows the FeatureManager with the features renamed. Select the feature with a soft
click and rename or Select the feature and press F2 and rename.

Button
Default Feature Names
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Assemblies
When creating an assembly, part files are drawn together in the assembly environment. It is
critical that all of the necessary files (part files) to create the assembly are stored in one location
(folder) along with the completed assembly.

Assembly Folder

Complete Assembly Files and Completed Assembly

For this reason, when setting out on a new project the first step is to create a folder to contain
all of its component parts including images. Save the assembly under a recognisable name for
example: Pen Assembled.

When completing the final assembly of the parts it
is important that all parts are fully mated together.
There are a number of mating options available:
standard mates, advanced and mechanical mates.

Mating not completed

Note: In the final assembly all parts
should

remain

in

the

correct

positions when mated correctly.

Mating Completed
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Adding Materials, Appearances and Colour to models
A Material may be applied to an entire part within
SolidWorks. The physical properties of that material are
applied to the model. The ‘Evaluate’ toolbar can then be
used to determine such properties as mass, density etc.
The material will give the part a realistic appearance.

Appearances can also be added to models in SolidWorks to
make them look more realistic. Appearances add the likeness
of materials to models without adding the physical properties
of the material. As part of applying appearances, you can
modify color and their mapping properties on to various
surfaces e.g. spherical, cylindrical, etc.

Appearances may be applied to parts, bodies, features or
faces. The application of an appearance will override the
visual appearance of a material.

When you apply appearances to models, the following hierarchy prevails:

Face

Feature

Body

Part

●

Component appearance (assemblies only) overrides face appearance.

●

Face appearance overrides feature appearance.

●

Feature appearance overrides body appearance.

●

Body appearance overrides part appearance.
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In the diagram shown a ‘Brushed Steel’ appearance was applied to
the entire part. ‘Black high gloss plastic’ appearance was then
applied to the boss feature which changed its appearance. This in
turn was superseded by a Blue dimpled plastic appearance, which
was applied to the face of the boss feature.

Colour may also be applied to parts, bodies, features or faces. Colours observe the same
hierarchy as that which exists with textures. Face colour will override feature colour which will
override body colour, as shown below.

If an appearance/colour has been applied to a face, changing the colour of the feature containing
that face will not affect the appearance of the face.

In the part shown opposite, the boss feature colour from above has
been edited but the face colour has remained the same. To avoid
confusion when applying colours and textures be aware of the
hierarchy that exists between them.

The ‘Display Pane’ may be useful when editing appearances
as it indicates the various appearances and display settings
applied to various features of the part file
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Image Quality
Image quality needs to be balanced between the quality of the image and software performance.
Shaded and draft quality HLR/HLV resolution controls the tessellation of curved surfaces for
shaded rendering Output. A higher resolution setting results in slower model rebuilding but more
accurate curves are produced in the display.

To adjust the image quality settings, click
Options.

In the Document Properties tab, select
Image Quality.

Move the slider to a high setting as this slider controls
the image quality resolution.

Having the slider at the high setting all
curves will be very smooth and crisp.

Select Optimize edge length (higher quality, but slower)

Note: This option causes slower

if even further improvement is required.

system

performance

increased file size.
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Pack and Go
Pack and Go is a SolidWorks feature which gathers related files for a model design (parts,
assemblies, decals and drawings) into a folder or zip file. The feature is extremely useful when
completing Part A or B of the assignment to
ensure all aspects of the design are in one folder
at the end of the modelling process.

Note: eDrawings are not included in Pack
and Go - these files are copied separately

Pack and Go can be located in the File menu as
shown.

The details of all the files which are
associated with the assembly will be
displayed.

Select the files which are to be
saved at the top of the window by
selecting the checkboxes.

Browse for the location of the folder
where the files are to be saved to.
Select Save to complete.

The SolidWorks files and associated elements are now saved to this folder which can be copied
onto the student CD/USB for submission.
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Saving eDrawings
An eDrawing is a file format which allows a SolidWorks document to be
viewed in an eDrawing Viewer without having the SolidWorks software.
eDrawings of the SolidWorks models are required to be submitted as
part of the Student Assignment. In Part A an eDrawing of the final
assembly (procedure shown below) must be saved. But in Part B the eDrawing could be of the
final assembly or final part depending on which option is chosen.

Saving a SolidWorks document as an eDrawing
With a SolidWorks document open
Click File, Save As. Input the Filename.

Select eDrawings(*.edrw) from the
Save as type options

Click Save.
eDrawing Location

eDrawing files may be opened using
eDrawings Software which is loaded by
default

with

SolidWorks.

eDrawing

software may also be downloaded
separately on a phone, PC or iPad for free
to view eDrawings.

eDrawing Pro
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Master Modelling Technique
Master Modelling Technique can be used to design artefacts that contain multiple interlocking
parts/bodies to form the overall shape in one part. This technique allows control over large
amounts of geometry from one part, thereby controlling all child components/parts from this
one position.

Example of Master Modelling Technique:
The initial Master Part controls all the geometry contained in its child parts/assembly. Not all
Master Model techniques offer this level of control though. When using the Bottom-up method
there is no parametric control following completion.

Child Part
Child Part

Child Part

Child Part

Master Model Part

Child Part

Child Assembly from Parts
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Possible Methods of Master Modelling
There are numerous methods in which Master Modelling Techniques can be utilised to design an
artefact. These are four possible methods:
1. Bottom – Up
This means that a solid master model (parent) is split into solid bodies, which are saved
as individual part files (children).
2. Top – Down
The entire master model is brought into each child part and the design for each
component proceeds from there.
3. Save As Copy
Use the Save As Copy options in the save options to copy the master part into the
remaining parts.

Advantages of Master Model Technique
1. Overall control can be achieved from the Master Model in the design and assembly of the
final artefact.
2. The design process is much quicker.
3. The ability to perform rapid model changes, because the key relationships between the
parts are maintained.
4. It saves assembly time as the Master Model creates the relative position for all parts.
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Output 4
Hardcopy Outputs from SolidWorks
Detailed orthographic views
Exploded View

Output 4 Requirements:
⎕ Detailed orthographic views of the assembly/artefact
⎕ Exploded View of the CAD model
⎕ Section/Detail views where appropriate
⎕ Inclusion of main dimensions (HL notes and symbols)
⎕ Appropriate Scaling Layout and presentation of
sheet(s)

Drawing Templates
The presentation drawings should be created using pre-prepared drawing templates. A drawing
template stores document property settings. These settings are displayed in the document
properties tab. This is accessed from the Tools drop down menu under Options, Document
Properties.

The T4 drawing templates use the ISO (International Organization for

Standardization) standard. This template can be edited and form the basis for a customised
template. Properties such as dimensioning standards which determine things such as arrowhead
style units of measurement, image quality, etc. can
be specified to suit your own needs. The advantage
of setting up your own template is that these
settings are saved prior to creating a drawing
thereby avoiding repetitive editions afterwards.
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Hardcopy output from SolidWorks
It is important to consider the following points when you produce the drawings for this Output:
● All of the drawings must be generated from
the SolidWorks models
● All of the drawings must be in SolidWorks
format; screengrabs of the drawings should
not be imported into a Word/Publisher
document
● The drawing sheets must be printed out and submitted as hardcopy Outputs from
SolidWorks for this Output of your assignment

Suggested number of A3 pages
● Students at Higher level are expected to produce between one and two A3 sheets for this
Output.
● At Ordinary level one to two sheets are expected.

Description of Output
You are required to produce the following SolidWorks drawings from the model created in
Part (a):
1. Detailed orthographic views
2. An exploded view
1.

Detailed orthographic views

In order to fully describe an artefact a number of detailed orthographic views are required. These
two dimensional drawing views are created from the three dimensional model or assembly.
When creating a drawing, it is important to select the most appropriate views to use. It is equally
important to understand the reason for choosing a particular view.
The View Layout toolbar contains
numerous tools to create the
orthographic views; you should

Drawing Toolbar

take time to plan out your sheets in advance of creating the drawing views to ensure all
information about the artefact is fully conveyed:
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a) Standard 3 View: This is used to create the three standard orthographic views - elevation,
plan and end view (at the same time). The views form the basis of your drawing. The
plan (Top) and end view (Right) are aligned to the elevation (Front). The plan can be
dragged up or down, and the end view can be dragged left or right
When the first view is added to the drawing, the file name of the referenced part or
assembly will automatically be filled in in the title block.
b) Model View: This is used to insert standard views (Front, Top, Isometric, etc), the current
model view or custom views that you saved by name into the drawing. In complicated
models it is sometimes necessary to include a left, back or bottom view to show all the
details
c) Projected View: This is used to add a new view from an existing orthographic view
d) Auxiliary View: This is used to create an auxiliary view by selecting an angled edge from
a previously defined view. It is similar to a Projected View but is unfolded at right angles
to a reference edge in an existing view
e) Section View: This is used to show internal features of the model
f) Detail View: This is used to show an enlarged view of something - the scale should be
included
g) Broken-out Section: This is part of an existing drawing view and is used to expose inner
details
h) Break: This is used to display the drawing view in a larger scale
i) Crop View: This is used to crop an existing drawing view
j) Alternate Position View: This is used to show the range of motion of an assembly.
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2.

An Exploded View

An exploded view enables you to display the assembly taken apart so
that you can see how all of the parts fit together. It is useful for
visualising internal parts of the assembly that are concealed. A detail
view to show a portion of the exploded view at an enlarged scale may
also be created. The detail view makes it easier to see some smaller
components.

Note: Saving the exploded
view of the model as a jpeg
and importing it into a
Word/Publisher

document

will not suffice.
Hidden Line Representation
Hidden Lines Visible is usually used in orthographic views. Hidden
Lines Removed is usually used in isometric views.

Tangent Edges Display in Orthographic Drawings
Tangent edges should not be visible in orthographic views. These are the lines where a flat edge
begins to go into a curve. SolidWorks often tries to put these lines in; it is up to you to eliminate
them. Right-click inside the view border Select Tangent Edge, Tangent Edges Removed from the
shortcut menu.

Tangent Edges Removed

Tangent Edges Visible
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Tangent Edge Display in a Pictorial View
In an isometric view where there are rounded edges, it is sometimes helpful to include the
tangent edges for clarity. When this is the case, do not use solid lines, use tangent edges with
font or phantom lines. This shows the tangent edges with phantom lines which are clearly
discernible from the regular edges. Right-click inside the view border, Select Tangent Edge,
Tangent Edges Removed from the shortcut menu.

Tangent Edges Visible

Tangent Edges Removed
Tangent Edges Removed

Scale

The scale should be chosen to give appropriately scaled views on the sheet. The views should be
repositioned neatly on the sheet to give an excellent layout. It may also be necessary to add
detail such as dimensions, notes and symbols to document the drawings.

Inserting and arranging the dimensions on the drawing
The dimensions used to create the model can be imported into the drawing. SolidWorks will
automatically dimension each drawing view. However, when dimensions are added to a drawing
they will very often become cramped. It is up to you to place the dimensions in the proper places
and on the proper view. The following points are worth
noting when inserting dimensions:
● Dimension features in the view where they can be
seen in true shape and size
● Allow space between individual dimensions
● The size and style of leader line, text, and arrows
should be consistent throughout the drawing
● Neatness counts - dimensions should be
positioned to give a neat layout
● It is not necessary to include all of the dimensions as it is not a working drawing. If a
dimension is not needed, simply delete it.
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Inserting Notes
The standard views should be clearly labelled “elevation”, “plan” and “end view”. This applies to
the various section views and auxiliary views as well.

Finish the Drawing
Drawing views can be sized individually or for each sheet. The Sheet Properties dialogue box
shows the sheet scale. If this is changed, all of the views on the sheet that use the sheet scale
are updated. If you select a view and activate the Drawing View Property Manager, you can use
the Scale panel to toggle from Use Sheet Scale to Use Custom Scale.

Saving a SolidWorks Drawing as a PDF file
With a SolidWorks drawing open
1. Click File, Save As
2. Input the file name in File name
3. Select Adobe Portable Document Format (*.pdf) from the Save as type options
4. Choose a folder and Click Save.
This allows the drawing files to be viewed by someone who does not have the SolidWorks
software. The PDF files may be opened by PDF Reader.
PDF Sheet presentation
1. When the PDF is created, the “SolidWorks Educational Edition. For Instructional Use Only”
stamp appears. This is perfectly acceptable.
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2. When the SolidWorks drawings are printed out in SolidWorks format, the same stamp
appears. This is perfectly acceptable for assessment purposes.
3. You should take account of the “SolidWorks Educational Product” stamp appearing when
you are editing the sheet format in the creation of your own personalised drawing
template.
Sample views:

Section View
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Exploded View
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Student Assignment Part B
In completing Part (a) you have built up an invaluable wealth of information and knowledge about
the assignment artefact such as:
● how the assignment artefact functions
● what geometry exists in the artefact structure
● how the various components fit together
● target markets for the artefact
● what materials and finishes are appropriate to the
artefact
● other artefact appropriate information
You would also have generated your own thoughts, ideas and criticisms of the chosen assignment
artefact. In Part (b) you are now asked to assume the role of a designer, who must now look at
the assignment artefact through a different set of eyes, that of a designer.
“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is also how it works.”
Steve Jobs, Apple

Output 5

Output 6

Output 7

The assignment Brief each year outlines (example below) two options to complete Part B of the
Student Assignment which consists of Output 5, 6 and 7. It is important to discuss and consider
both options before commencing.

Assignment Part B
Show graphically how you would physically modify a chosen quadcopter to improve its
overall design.

or
Develop and graphically communicate a new concept design for a quadcopter based on
a selected theme or aimed at a target market.
(Student Assignment, Higher Level, 2019)
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Design modification v’s Concept Design
To commence Part B, you must embark on a design modification or a concept design. The body
of knowledge that you have gathered in Part (a) should inform you at this stage.

Design modification(s)

Concept Design

are changes or improvements

is a completely new design

you might make to an existing

V’s

which can be inspired by a
theme or aimed at a target

design

market

Complete Model from Part A

Example of New Concept

Example of Design Modification
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Chief Examiner Report 2015
“In responding to this Output, candidates should clearly communicate the thought process and
rationale for arriving at the chosen modification or concept design. Candidates should carefully
consider the following three areas when completing this output”.


Inspiration: Keywords, mood-boards, brainstorming, images and analysis of the original
artefact in Part A.



Progression of ideas: Development of form, physical features and target market.



Development and realisation of the final physical form: At this juncture, the candidate
must have clearly communicated their final design.”

Shown below are some suggestions for each area;
Inspiration
•Moodboard
•Wordbank
•Mindmap
•Sketching
•Design Statement
•Existing problems
•Theme
•Message
•Brainstorm

Sample section of Inspiration
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•Sketching
•Annotations
•Images
•Development of:
Shape,Form
•Materials
•Function
•Target Market

Progression of shape/form
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Realisation of Final
physical form
•Communicate the
design using;
•Sketching
•Annotations
•Various views
•Descriptions
•Instructions
•Finished Design

Realisation of final design
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Inspiration
At this stage you must consider what you will use for inspiration. Moreover having an idea and
sticking to it without exploring other options may result in overlooking alternative more
appropriate solutions. Designers use various
techniques to inspire them; some may include the
use of Mood boards and mind maps. To illustrate
both we are going to work through image boards
and mind maps. The mind map will be used to

Example of Mood Board exploration

explore the design modification while the image
board will be used to explore the concept design.
Example of Mood board

Both techniques are equally suitable for either a design modification or concept design; the
most important element of these is the fact that they can stimulate the creative process; they
are not designed to give you a solution but help direct you towards one. Try to work to a number
of possible solutions, if you narrow your focus at this stage it may lead to a solution that you are
unhappy with.

Developing the final design
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Output 5
Graphical exploration of design solutions
Ordinary Level
Analysis of brief and graphical illustration of possible solution(s). Justification for
chosen solution(s).
Higher Level
Analysis of brief and graphical illustration of possible solutions. Justification for chosen
solution(s) including aesthetics, functionality and environmental sustainability.

Output 5 Requirements:
⎕ Higher Level (1 – 3, A3 Sheets)
⎕ Ordinary Level (1 – 2, A3 Sheets)
⎕ Analysis / exploration of a design brief or theme
⎕ Graphical illustration of the evolution of the possible solution(s)
⎕ Use of images, sketches and annotations
⎕ Justification of the chosen solution from the investigative process

Design Modification of the Assignment Artefact
Where should I start?
As a starting point you should concentrate on what you
have learned from the exploration of the brief in Output 1.
A design modification is based on your observations of the
chosen artefact selected in Part (a). These modifications
can be subtle changes to improve the user’s experience.
Modification is not always about adding on elements but
often assessing what is missing or what features present
are not actually used. Companies modify their product

Research from Output 1

ranges continuously to keep up with market trends and to meet their users changing needs.
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Which areas of the design could be modified?
There are numerous approaches to modifying an existing design. The first approach should be to
focus on your observations of the design from Output 1. Other possible approaches are as
follows:

Mind Map
Create a Mind Map or Scatter
Diagram of areas to explore all the
elements

appropriate

to

the

assignment artefact. This mind map
could be presented using ICT or
handwritten

techniques

with

a

mixture of text, sketches and images
to support the exploration.
Mind map exploration

Mind map which identifies the key areas to modify with an exterior light design
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List of questions
Create a list of questions as a guide to research the area further……Possible questions
o Is the design fit for its purpose?
o Does the design meet its user’s needs?
o List all functional features from your exploration. Are all existing features used?
Can you add /remove features?
o Is the design aesthetically pleasing?
o Is the design adaptable to a range of situations / environments?
o Is the design sustainable and environmentally friendly?
o Are the chosen materials and finishes suitable?
o Is the design durable and easy to maintain? Are all components accessible?
o Are there any safety features in need of improvement?
o Can the existing technology be improved?
o Create a detailed list of the design’s strengths and weaknesses

Possible Exploration technique
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Number of modifications required
You are encouraged to explore a number of design
modifications. Each modification should be justified.
Your annotations should communicate why this
change is either necessary or valid. Altering the
product’s colour is not considered a modification
unless there is a valid reason which impacts the design
success.

Modification explained

Presentation of ideas for design modifications
The design can be modified using a range of techniques from freehand sketches and annotations
to photographs. The modification sheets should convey the progression of your ideas as they
lead to a final solution. You should ensure that you clearly detail all of the feature changes and
your thought process.

Design development
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It is very important that you specify your reasons for each design modification using annotations.
List why this change is necessary and how the improved version will add to the design’s function
or aesthetics etc. Your decisions and thought progression must be clearly communicated.

When

identifying

modifications

for

and
the

choosing
assignment

artefact, it is important that these are

“some of the modifications in Part B were basic,
sometimes very superficial and not developed
using a theme, target market or mood board.”

not superficial or trivial. The Chief

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

Examiner identified this issue in the
2015 report. Careful research using some of the above (or below) research techniques should
lead to meaningful modifications to improve the artefact.
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Concept Design
What is a Concept Design?
A concept design is a completely new design inspired by investigative research. As with the
Design Modification option, the information gained through exploration in Output 1 should
directly influence your Concept Design. For
example, if you have learned about the functional
criteria for the assignment artefact, these factors
should be evident in your concept design.

Where to start with a new concept?
The key to creating an interesting concept design is preparation. You need to find visual material
to inspire a creative final idea, rather than stating; “It’s a good design, because I like it”. It is easier
to make a design decision when you have created personal boundaries. The following are
suggested starting points:

Target
Market

Theme

Message

Mood Board

Key Words/
Quotation

Location/
Environment
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Theme
Choose a Theme to inspire your thinking for part B of the assignment. The inspiration theme
could be developed from numerous sources such as: - Nature, Art Period, Film, Sport, Music, etc.

Nature theme

Music theme

Target Market
By choosing a Target Market often it is easier to design when you have a target group of people
in mind. It helps you to assess the users needs, what styles would interest them, the places the
design would be used and their budget.

Exploring Sport target market
Sporting Target Market
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Message
Choose a Message you would like to convey in
your new design for part B.

Message setting out the architecture concept

Key Words / Word bank /Quotation
Creating a list of Key Words / Word bank or the use of a
Quotation to set a tone can inspire the thinking process. A
quotation could be taken from any context that your feel is
appropriate to the assignment but it would be vital to
further develop this context. Key words such as Natural,
Green, Organic, Trees, Sustainable, Creative, Ergonomics,
Bespoke, Eco and Modern could be triggers for further
exploration in Output 5.

Key words / word bank
Use a Quotation to develop a design statement

Location / Environment
Choose a Location / Environment where
the assignment artefact is to be used. The
solution therefore should fit within a
specific location / surroundings.

Wearable Technology example
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Mood Board
Create a Mood Board. A mood board is a visual tool which may help at the design stage. It is used
in industry to set a tone for a project. For example, if you want to create a natural, soft theme
you might collect a range of images, colours, textures and key terms and arrange them on a page
to communicate the direction you want to take.

Mood Board with a theme

General Mood Board

The Mood Board sets the tone and direction for the project. A range of images for an exterior
light concept have been collected. The message conveyed is that the concept design will be
simple in shape, geometric and inspired by nature. Remember creating a mood board is only one
approach to researching a theme and should form part of a page rather than an entire page.
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Making a decision: Design Modification or Concept Design
Having explored both a Design Modification and a Concept design, a decision must be made on
which path you wish to go. The exploration using mood boards, themes, mind maps or key
questions may lead you to this decision. Having made your decision, further exploration and
development of the design is required in Output 5. The Chief Examiner highlights in the 2015
report that those choosing a new

“Candidates who attempted the concept design

concept design usually presented a

usually answered Output 7 more comprehensively

more

than those who opted for a design modification”

comprehensive

graphical

exploration and design development

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

process.

Developing ideas from research
Developing inspirational research material
Inspirational material is all around you, from the items in the classroom to your individual
thinking and experiences. Some of the most successful designs are those which are clever,
simplistic and address the users needs. Inspirational material is something which basically
interests you in some way. The material can be collected from your own environment, interviews,
photographs, books, magazines, and the Internet.
Nature may have
provided the
inspiration for this
stool.

The Nokia 7280 collection is
inspired by the geometric
patterns of the 1920s Art
Deco designs. Influences such
as flow, movement, colour,
geometry and bold graphics
were typical of this period.
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Illustration of design solutions
Having carried out research and developed modification/concept design sheets, these must be
condensed onto the number of sheets you have chosen to present for Output 5. At this point you
have created a range of research material and several design sheets to reach a final concept
design.

The key is not to copy the inspiration material directly but to use this to inspire and influence
your design idea. The research collected is a visual tool. Try to look more at the line, shape and
tone of the design and think what it is that interests you. Then take these elements and add your
own creativity. Refer to all your research particularly when making design decisions. If you have
decided on a target user, a theme, or a location, keep all this in mind and check that your ideas
meet your criteria.

The example below shows the thought process behind an idea for an exterior light with the Mood
board and Carnivorous Plant theme Image board, as inspirational material. Two A3 sheets were
used to explore the
design stage. The first is a
Concept Design and the
second is a Concept
Development.
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This is your opportunity to communicate all your knowledge on the chosen theme and your
design skills. Be creative and individual with your sheet layout. Think about different graphic
materials, papers and editing programmes. You may need to complete several preparatory
sheets which then lead to your final sheet layout. The examples below show possible layout
sheets for both the mind map and the design modifications.

Centre Mind Map showing all areas which were explored. The outside space shows four
chosen areas for modification and sketches.

Reduced Modification ideas sheet in centre. Four modified features sketched on outside. The final
modified design positioned at the sides.
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One of the objectives in Output 5 is to visually show your thought process and progression until
you reach a final concept design. The example below takes the strongest concept design from
the ideas sheet and develops that design a stage further.

The sheet is full of quick design sketches and annotation. There is no need to create highly
finished sketches at this stage as you are just exploring a range of possible solutions.

Design development in Output 7
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The examples below show different possible layout options for Output 5 sheets:

Centre scanned sketch concept designs. Mood Board, Image Board, Main Image to the left. Strongest
design ideas enlarged at base.

Top Mood Board, Image Board. Arrows used to show progression. Strongest design ideas enlarged at
base
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Centre scanned development sketch. Faded sketches as background image. Final concept design in two
views

Background faded sketches. Centre development sheet, main enlarged sketch designs and final
concept design
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Reflection
It is important to remember that marks are awarded through the entire
assignment for thought and reflection. To complete this Output ensure
that the sheets show how you have taken information gained from Part
(a), research / investigation in Output 1 and used this to influence your
decisions in the design of the artefact in Part (b). Consideration should
be given to the presentation and information in this reflection to
complete Output 5.
Reflection example

Torch reflection

Output 5 Information Checklist:
⎕ Chosen a research method(s) and communicated information
⎕ How is the inspiration for the new design developed?
⎕ Is there a progression of ideas presented and developed?
⎕ Development and realisation of the final physical form
⎕ Ensure all decisions are communicated and detailed evaluative annotation has been used
⎕ Be creative and individual with your presentation
⎕ Conclusions:
o What did you want to achieve on each sheet?
o What have you learned?
o What decisions have you made?
o How can you use this information to influence the next stage!
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Output 6
Presentation of Modification/Concept Design
Detailed graphical presentation of the design Modification/Concept Design. This should
include a rendered freehand presentation quality drawing in 3D format.

Output 6 Requirements:
⎕ One A3 sheet submitted at Higher and Ordinary Level
⎕ Original Sketches must be submitted (scanned sketches will not meet the requirements
for this Output)
⎕ All sketches must be presented in a rendered freehand format
⎕ Graphical pictorial of the artefact and other views
⎕ Output 6 has similar requirements as Output 2

What is required in Output 6?
Output 6 required you to make a detailed graphical presentation of your chosen solution from
Output 5. A decision will have been made in Output 5 between a design modification and concept
design. The presentation should include a rendered freehand quality drawing in 3D.

The Chief Examiner reported in 2015 that this

“The graphical presentation of the modified

Output frequently lacked sufficient detail in

artefact or concept design was generally

the graphical presentation of the new design.

good but frequently lacked sufficient detail”

The presentation could include: pictorial

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

views in various directions, Elevations, Plan,
Sectional view, Exploded view, Detail view or any other view appropriate to the artefact. Like in
Output 2, careful planning, choice of media, rendering and annotations must be considered to
graphically represent the information.
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Design Modification
Design

modification(s)

are

changes

or

improvements to the existing design for Part A.
If you have chosen to make a modification(s) to
an existing artefact, for example a mobile

“simplistic modifications provided very
little

opportunity

for

candidates

to

demonstrate a range of skills in Outputs 8”
(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

phone, then you must graphically represent
this modification(s) and its relationship with the original artefact from Part A. If the modifications
are simple in their application to the artefact there is little opportunity to graphically represent
these individually in Output 6, as reported by the Chief Examiner.

In the example shown below, the chosen artefact in Part (A) of the assignment is a mobile phone.
One of the key design elements of this mobile phone is the ability to have a sliding screen
mechanism. The suggested modification centers on changing the sliding screen mechanism, so
that the viewer will have a larger screen to view images, text messages and potentially aid
individuals with sight impairments, but also have the same key functionality. The sketches shown
below detail the modification, its sliding mechanism and its relationship with the physical form
of the original mobile phone. It is up to each individual to decide on what views or details are
used to graphically represent the artefact.
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Concept Design
Output 6 for a concept design is a completely new design which has been inspired by investigative
research in Output 5. To satisfy this Output the individual must graphically represent their new
concept design in the same way they represented the artefact sketched in Output 2. Use
sketches, annotations, colour, textures etc. to try to demonstrate how your designs look, how it
works and the influences in its design. In the sheet shown below the concept phone is very thin,
with built in peel back supports, the phone can also be integrated and used as a remote control
using Bluetooth technology.

Section
View
Section
View

Assembly details of Lectern

Assembly details of Lectern
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Detailed View of Tap Head

Pictorial View of Juicer Concept

Pictorial View with detailed views
Exploded View
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Output 7
Hardcopy Outputs from SolidWorks
Ordinary Level
CAD Model (Part/Assembly & Drawing) and associated hardcopies to include
appropriately detailed orthographic and rendered pictorial views to communicate your
chosen design
Higher Level
CAD Model (Part/Assembly & Drawing) and associated hardcopies to include
appropriately detailed orthographic, rendered pictorial and photorealistic views to
communicate your chosen design.

Output 7 Requirements:
⎕ Higher Level (1 – 3, A3 Sheets)
⎕ Ordinary Level (1 – 2, A3 Sheets)
⎕ Hard copy of appropriately detailed orthographic and rendered pictorial views
⎕ Hard copy of photorealistic views to communicate your chosen design - Higher Level only
⎕ Decals should be included where appropriate.
⎕ Electronic SolidWorks files
⎕ Part/Assembly must be included

Hardcopy Output from SolidWorks
It is important to consider the following points when you produce the drawings for this Output:
● All of the drawings must be generated from the SolidWorks models
● All of the drawings must be in in SolidWorks format; screengrabs of the drawings should
not be imported into a Word/Publisher document
● The drawing sheets must be printed out and submitted as hardcopy Outputs from
SolidWorks
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Detailed orthographic views
In a similar approach to Output 4, the aim is to give a full description of your design using a
number of appropriate detailed orthographic views. These two dimensional drawing views are
created from the part model or assembly. When creating a drawing, it is important that all main
dimensions are included in the orthographic views. These coupled with rendered pictorial views
will allow the candidate to communicate their design successfully.
The View Layout toolbar contains numerous tools to create the orthographic views, shown below
are some of these and examples are given on how they can utilised effectively:

SolidWorks View Layout toolbar

Standard orthographic views:
The three standard orthographic views - elevation, plan and end
view form the basis of your drawing. The plan (Top) and end view
(Right) are aligned to the elevation (Front). The plan can be
dragged up or down, and the end view can be dragged left or
right. It is important that you include all main dimensions in these
views.

Orthographic Views
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Detail View:
This is used to show an enlarged view of an area of
your design. This view is often used when there is an
area of your project that you would like to
emphasise but the standard orthographic views
alone don’t show enough detail. When using this
view it is important to include the scale.

Detail Views displaying aspects of the object

Section View:
A section view is used to show internal
features of the model. This view can be very
effective to show off some of the work that
has been carried out within the artefact.
Section View through a Torch
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Rendered pictorial view
A pictorial view is a model view that shows the assembly in a specific three dimensional
orientation. Examples of pictorial views include:
● Standard Views such as Isometric, Dimetric
or Trimetric
● User-defined view orientations (including
Perspective) that were created in the
assembly; these must be saved in the
assembly as a named view and placed in the
drawing using the view name
● The current view in the assembly.
Place the view in the desired location
on the drawing. The Display Mode
must be changed to make it a shaded
(rendered) view.

When you have completed your drawings
sheets it is advised that all sheets are saved as
PDF documents

Save As PDF
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Creating Photorealistic images
Photorealistic imaging is a rendering tool that allows designers to create photorealistic images
from 3D CAD models, and include them in presentations and design proposals. Any image
manipulation software may be used. This may include SolidWorks Visualize or PhotoView 360,
which is embedded in the SolidWorks program. This software allows features such as
appearances, materials, decals, lighting, shadows, and various environments to be added.

It is important that images are generated using this process and not by the use of screenshots
from SolidWorks.

Decals (images) may be imported onto the surface of the
SolidWorks model and these will be displayed in the
photorealistic image.
One such example is the label on the battery shown opposite.

Decal on photorealistic image

What views are needed

The photorealistic presentation should communicate clearly to the viewer comprehensive detail
of the chosen artefact. In order to ensure the presentation is clear and comprehensive the
following needs to be considered:
1. What scale and orientation should the images
have?
2. What photorealistic images will be needed?
3. How will the images be presented on the A3 sheet?

Scale and Orientation of images.
Selection of a suitable orientation and scale for the SolidWorks
model prior to generating the photorealistic image in
PhotoView 360 is necessary to ensure comprehensive detail is
represented. Detail not shown in the main view can then be
presented using images of a different orientation or scale as
shown below.
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Detail of base
Communicating detail

The use of scale and orientation can greatly aid in communicating detail
of the artefact.

Selection of images
Internal detail of the artefact can be presented using images of individual
parts or section views.

Photorealistic Section
Photorealistic of parts

The “realism” aspect of the virtual model can be enhanced by editing the
background of the scene to an image of choice. The default background
image can be replaced and a photorealistic image generated with a
greater degree of realism. The images below have been created
by changing the background images of the scenes.
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Effective use of background image.

Effective use of background image.

Photorealistic images
The use of images collected
from “screen grabs” of the
SolidWorks model falls far
short

of

presentation

the

quality

required

as

“The photorealistic representation should not be produced
using images taken directly from “screenshots” in SolidWorks.
Candidates should use PhotoView 360, PhotoWorks or other
image generation software to create the desired high resolution
output”

(Chief Examiners Report 2015)

referred to above in the Chief
Examiners report in 2015.
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Photorealistic of Modification/New Concept
The intention is to portray your design in a realistic setting. In order to convey all the information
of you design, it is important to plan the layout of your sheet. Select the views that offer the most
information. Only Higher Level candidates are obliged to present photorealistic images of their
design. Shown below are examples of
photorealistic images which are taken from
past assignments.
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Teaching & Learning Strategies
There are a vast array of teaching and learning strategies that can be utilised to activate students
engagement with learning in the classroom. The list below identifies some strategies that could
be employed in a Design and Communication Graphics classroom when exploring the geometry
from the core or the Student Assignment. Some strategies are more applicable that others in the
DCG classroom:

● Jigsaw Strategy

● Peer Feedback

● Think, Pair and Share

● Kahoot

● 3–2–1

● KWL

● Assigning Group Roles

● Through the lens

● Anticipation Exercise

● Mindmap

● Blue Sky Thinking

● Placemat

● Brainstorming

● Ranking Ladder

● Classification

● Stop and Jot

● Diamond 9

● Survey

● Dotomocracy

● Randomisers

● Facts / Falsehoods

● Venn Diagram

● Peer Assessment using Success

● Padlet

Criteria

Further information on each of these strategies can be investigated on www.jct.ie where there
are strategy sheets available for download and examplar videos demonstrating best practice for
each.
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Using Graphic Organisers
Graphic Organisers provide a visual method of developing,
organising and summarising students’ learning. They help to
structure disjointed information graphically and visually. They
facilitate the learning process by providing a scaffold for the
development of ideas and the construction of knowledge. Visual,
auditory and kinaesthetic learners all benefit from using the
organisers. High quality teaching in a mixed ability classroom is
also facilitated.
Link to PDST Organiser

Highest quality results are achieved when one organiser is shared by a small group of (2/3)
students with diverse abilities and learning preferences. Leadership is distributed in the group
with each student having a role to fulfil, eg. Recorder, Timekeeper, Turn-taker, Summariser,
Reporter, Clarifier, Checker, Scout, etc are distributed among the group. The resource needs only
pen and paper to use.

Some organisers are more applicable to the different aspects of the learning process than others,
for example: collecting information, comparing and contrasting, developing ideas, sequencing
information, summarising and extending thinking and learning. Some are also more relevant to
different subjects and topics than others. They can all be used at the various stages of the learning
process:
• Pre-teaching
• Introducing a topic
• Teaching a topic
• Independent learning
• Study and revision
• Preparing answers to examination questions
They scaffold learning and help to build student confidence. They also facilitate formative
assessment as students can clearly see how much they understand.
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Assignment Checklist
Student Assignment Checklist
Section

Description

Tick

FrontPage

Image of artefact, Title and Examination Number
PART A

Output 1

Exploration of Design Brief

Output 1

Presentation of existing research (Primary & Secondary) on artefact

Output 1

Select 2 images and explain main design features

Output 1

Compare and Contrast main design features graphically

Output 2

Detailed Freehand Graphical Representation of the artefact

Output 3

SolidWorks: Parts, Assembly, Drawings and eDrawing files

Output 4

Detailed Orthographic Views with dimensions.

Output 4

Exploded Pictorial View(s)
PART B

Output 5

Analysis of Brief / Problem investigation/ Development of problems

Output 5

Design investigation and research of the design

Output 5

Illustration / development of possible solutions and Justification of
chosen solution

Output 6

Detailed rendered presentation of the Modification / Concept

Output 7

Detailed Orthographic Views with dimensions.

Output 7

Rendered Pictorial of modification / new concept

Output 7

Exploded Pictorial View(s) of modification / new concept

Output 7

Presentation Photorealistic images of modification / new concept

Reference

Sources are acknowledged

s
Possible Student Assignment Checklist that could be used by students:
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Digital Media (CD / USB)
Description

Tick √

CD/USB with Examination Number clearly indicated
All project material contained with a folder name: ‘DCG SA (Year of
Examination) (Exam Number)’
Within this: Two Folders ‘Completed Assignment’ and ‘SolidWorks Files’
The complete project assignment in PDF format is saved in the Completed
Assignment Folder
All SolidWorks files are saved into this folder which is divided into two folder
‘Part A’ and ‘Part B’
All SolidWorks Parts, Assemblies, Drawings, and eDrawing of the artefact are
saved into Folder ‘Part A’
All SolidWorks Parts, Assemblies, Drawings, Photorealistic of the Modification
/ New Concept are saved into Folder ‘Part B’

Ensure that the CD/USB is presented using the below folder structure:

Note: Part B SolidWorks
could be presented as a
single Part.
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Submission of the Assignment
Description

Tick √

Student Assignment Portfolio is bound
All electronic files are burned onto the CD or USB
The CD/USB is checked that all files are correctly written
CD/USB is placed inside the front cover of the Portfolio in a plastic sleeve
Student Assignment Folio and CD/USB is place into assignment envelope
Each complete Student Assignment is copied onto a Master Copy CD / USB
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Appendices
Appendix 1:
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20.
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Completion of Assignment

Output 7

Output 6

Output 5

Output 4

Output 3

Output 2

Student Name

Output 1

Student Assignment Record
Distribution of Assignment Brief

Appendix 2:

